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Kip Moore + LOCASH are joining the
Back Waters Stage lineup!
Dubuque, IA - Kip Moore and LOCASH added to the Back Waters Stage lineup for 2018!
Kip Moore with LOCASH and Special Guest Cale Dodds
Saturday, June 2
Top Hits Include: “More Girls Like You,” “Beer Money” & “Something ‘Bout a
Truck”
Kip Moore often lies awake in bed at night. Melodies and lyrics swirl through his
head. Sometimes they’ll dissipate as seamlessly as they first arrived. Other times,
the singer-songwriter can do nothing but begin singing them aloud. It frees his everchurning mind. It allows him to continually discover his own voice. It grounds him.
Most importantly, for a man prone to bouts of self-doubt, it reassures Moore that
his path is a righteous one. “I have a complete sense of calm right now,” the singersongwriter says. “During this whole journey, as down as I’ve gotten at times, I’ve done this thing my way. I don’t have
any regrets. I’m always looking ahead.”
The journey Moore speaks to is a monumental one: from that of a struggling Nashville musician to a massive country
superstar with his mammoth 2012 debut album Up All Night; and an artistic adventurer with 2015’s sonically bold and
critically revered second effort, Wild Ones.
Now Moore is set to release his most unflinching, distinct testimony yet: “I know how strong this record is. I know its
capabilities,” Moore says of SLOWHEART, the country star’s evocative and profound third album due on September
8th. The culmination of an ever-evolving talent’s process of selfdiscovery, the LP is a warm and honest embrace of
Moore’s rugged rock roots and a showcase for his innate poetic prowess.
“This album is growing into where I am now,” Moore says of a vivid album that bleeds with lyrical raw emotion and
rings true with sonic warmth. “I’m never going to be one of those artists that’s trying to stay relevant. I’m going to
grow as my music grows. I’m going to grow as a human being.”
Central to Moore is the knowledge that in SLOWHEART he’s created a collection of enduring, sturdy songs, ones that
showcase his knack for rich storytelling and are not unlike the albums he was raised on. Over 13 tracks, Moore unfurls
acute accounts of loss and longing (“Plead the Fifth”), confusion and conviction (“Bittersweet Company”), frivolous

falsehood (“Blonde”) and always daring to dream (“Guitar Man”). “I want to be an artist that moves people to their
core and that they hold onto forever,” he says. “That’s what got me into this; it was all for the purity of the music. I
never gave two shits about money and fame,” he adds. “It was all about the songs.”
Arriving at his current place of “clarity and peace” required Moore to remove himself from the rigors and oft-grinding
politics of Nashville. Following the rigorous Wild Ones tour, the singer spent time traveling through Costa Rica, Hawaii
and Iceland. He immersed himself in nature and self-reflection. “It helped me to really step away from the whole
industry side of things,” Moore explains. He’d been previously quietly writing and recording new material, four or five
songs, if only to put his thoughts down on wax. “It was a very organic process,” Moore recalls of the earliest days of
SLOWHEART. When Moore returned home from traveling he learned his record label was ecstatic with what he’d
created. “They just went nuts over the songs. It was so nice,” he says with a laugh. “It was just like ‘Hey man, go make
the record you want. Nobody is gonna mess with you.’ So I had total freedom to do whatever I wanted,” Moore, who
produced the vast majority of SLOWHEART, adds, “So I was going to go in and finish this record the way I heard it in
my head and not have one sense of doubt. If I loved it and I felt it I recorded it.”
This take-no-prisoners attitude is all over the album, and slathered atop a swath of brutally honest cuts: “The Bull,”
written by Jon Randall and Luke Dick and anchored by a spiraling acoustic guitar lick, is Moore’s rejoinder to those
who doubted him along the way. After Dick played him the song, “I flipped out,” Moore recalls. “I was like, “I definitely
have to do this. This is exactly how I feel.” On lead single “More Girls Like You,” Moore comes to terms with the
prospect of settling down, maturing, and living a more reigned-in life. “Well, I’ve been living like a wild old mustang/
Out in Montana fields,” Moore sings with vigor and virtue. “Might’ve earned me a bad reputation/ But never stopped
these wheels.” The song, he says, was inspired after he helped a father teach his young daughter to surf while in Costa
Rica. “That is the first taste of the idea that I might be ready for my next chapter of life,” Moore offers. “It’s a very
direct reflection of me evolving as a human being.”
The musician says he was intimately involved in the recording process for SLOWHEART like never before. “Before I
might get quiet in the studio but now I’m not like that,” he says. “Now I know what I want and what I hear in my head
and that’s what I want to be on the record.” Alongside his engineer, Dave Salley, longtime co-writers like Westin Davis
and David Garcia, and his band, the Slow Hearts, Moore crafted the album exactly as he saw fit: live and decidedly
un-slick. The sonic feel then, Moore says, is of “a band in a room just sitting down and figuring out a song and how
it moves you. We kept all that warmth and air in the room. We didn’t try to suck any of it out.” To that end, Moore
points to the six-minute reflective album closer, “Guitar Man.” Moore sang his entire vocal part live to tape as
musicians Tom Bukovac and Dave Cohen unknowingly played the tender guitar lines in the adjoining room. “That’s why
you hear me taking breaths and catching up with my phrasing,” Moore says with a laugh. “I loved it.”
The singer says he’s immensely proud: not only of his career, his album and his never-compromising attitude, but
of the trust and dedication he’s fostered in his audience. That symbiotic relationship between Moore and his fans
is never more apparent than during one of his reputation-making live performances. Moore views his shows as an
emotional roller coaster with both he and his audience hanging on at every turn: the singer’s calling card, a Kip Moore
show typically swerves from the raucous and rowdy one minute to the intimate and emotional the next. It’s led to a
deep, profound and poignant bond between the singer and his fans. “There was a huge undercurrent of fan support
that’s been building for the last couple years,” Moore says of him beginning to sell out massive theaters across the
country during the Wild Ones tour and, in the process, tripling the size of his audience, many of whom who chant
every word he sings right back at him.
“Through this whole experience I’ve had a sense of peace that I have a real fanbase that’s gonna stick with me,” he
says. “I’m very in touch with my audience and they’re in touch with me. I know how they’re gonna feel about this
project.
“What I’m doing now has deep roots that are not going to break off,” Moore continues. “There’s never been any
gimmicks. I’ll get to where I want to go.” He pauses and lets out a knowing chuckle, “That’s because I’m going to do it
the way I want.”

LOCASH
Top Hits Include: “I Love This Life,” “I Know Somebody” & “Ring on Every
Finger”
LOCASH is a Country music duo made up of singer-songwriters Chris Lucas and
Preston Brust, natives of Baltimore, Maryland, and Indianapolis, Indiana, respectively.
With a sound that fuses modern Country and classic heartland Rock with an edgy
vocal blend, the independently-minded partners are revered as “one of Nashville’s
hardest-working acts” (Rolling Stone) whose live show “has consistently been among
the most energetic and entertaining in the country music genre” (Billboard). With
two albums and eight charting singles to their credit, LOCASH broke out in 2015
with their gracious GOLD-certified hit, “I Love This Life,” followed by the flirtatious GOLD-certified #1 smash, “I Know
Somebody” – their first trip to the top of the Country radio airplay charts – and 2017’s fun-loving romantic anthem
“Ring on Every Finger.” All three singles were part of their Reviver Records album debut, THE FIGHTERS, which was
released in the summer of 2016 to Top 15 success. The follow up to THE FIGHTERS is expected in 2018, with the
forthcoming album’s first single “Don’t Get Better Than That” available now on all digital platforms. As songwriters,
Lucas and Brust have scored two undeniable hits (Keith Urban’s #1 “You Gonna Fly” in 2011 and Tim McGraw’s
PLATINUM-certified “Truck Yeah” in 2012). Currently nominated for Vocal Duo of the Year and New Vocal Duo or
Group of the Year at the upcoming ACM Awards, they previously scored nominations at the CMT Music Awards and
CMA Awards in 2017. This spring LOCASH will hit the road with Country hit maker Billy Currington after spending 2017
headlining shows and sharing the bill with Faith Hill and Tim McGraw on select dates of the SOUL 2 SOUL TOUR.
General admission tickets at $50 will be available as well as stage-front tickets in the Turpin Dodge VIP Pit at $75.
Turpin Dodge VIP Pit tickets will also include a free drink. Tickets for Kip Moore and LOCASH will go on sale Friday,
March 16 at 5pm. Ticket prices will increase the week of the show. Special bundle pricing for multiple shows will be
available for a limited time. Tickets can be purchased at Guest Services at Q Casino or online at
QCasinoAndHotel.com.
Guests are sure to enjoy a summer of entertainment on the Back Waters Stage presented by American Trust at Q
Casino on Schmitt Island! Children 10 and under receive free general admission. All guests in the Turpin Dodge VIP Pit
will require a ticket.
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